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17, 2021: On The Good Side
Ring of Honor
Date: February 17, 2021
Location: UMBC Center, Baltimore, Maryland
Commentators: Ian Riccaboni, Caprice Coleman

I’m not sure what to expect from this show these days and I’m
also not sure if that’s a good or bad thing. The show has been
far from terrible but there is something about it that feels
inconsistent. Sometimes you get a good show but at times you
get a show that leaves me counting the minutes until it’s
over. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

The Foundation gives Wheeler Yuta and Fred Yehi a fired up
promo about bringing honor back. Tonight they’re going to
shake things up a bit by having parts of the Foundation on
both sides of a six man. Everyone else leaves and Jay Lethal
says he and Tracy Williams will start, which is cool with
Williams, who reminds Jay what happened the last time they
were in the ring together (Tracy won).

Opening sequence.

Quinn McKay runs down the card.

Tony Deppen talks about how important Final Battle was for him
because he has a newborn to provide for every day. He beat LSG
to get to his TV Title shot against Dragon Lee and now he is
going to do it again. They took different paths to get here
but Deppen has the momentum here.

LSG talks about his journey starting fifteen years ago and he
isn’t letting the flavor of the month take him out of this
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company. He is here to hang with the best and he knows Deppen
can’t beat him again. LSG is Ring of Honor, but what about
Deppen?

LSG vs. Tony Deppen

Deppen is getting this match due to fan response (part of Ring
of Honor trying to listen to the people more). Going to the
mat doesn’t last long to start so they trade some quick
rollups for a variety of results. They’re on the floor for the
slugout in a hurry before they go back inside, with LSG’s
O’Connor roll being kicked out to the apron. Deppen hits a
triangle dropkick to the floor but LSG sends him hard into the
barricade. Back in and LSG grabs a neck crank as we take a
break.

We come back with LSG missing an elbow drop but nailing a knee
to the jaw. Something like a Gory Stretch has Deppen in more
trouble but he’s right back with some slaps to the face. A
basement dropkick sends LSG into the corner and Deppen gets
two off some running knees in the corner. They slap it out
until LSG hits Rock In Bye Baby (spinning faceplant) into a
springboard spinning forearm for two.

A dropkick through the ropes rocks Deppen again but Deppen
sweeps the leg from the apron. Back in and a brainbuster into
a running knee gets two on LSG but the top rope double stomp
misses. Some rollups give Deppen two each but LSG grabs a Gory
Stretch….and flips Deppen forward into a sitout powerbomb
(cool) for the pin at 11:57. Ian Riccaboni names it the Event
Horizon and Caprice likes it.

Rating: C+. The ending was the big deal here, but what
mattered more was the fact that I wasn’t sure who was going to
win until the end. You don’t get that kind of a feeling very
often and I was surprised when LSG won. Granted that might
have been because I hadn’t seen the finisher before and it was
rather cool looking. Rather hart to believe that Deppen wasn’t



helping with the flip, but it looked great.

The Briscoes are staring at each other with Mark being annoyed
at Jay for going after EC3 instead of the Tag Team Titles. The
whole thing is argued using a boat metaphor and….I think they
make up?

Rush and Shane Taylor are ready for their World Title match in
two weeks.

Jonathan Gresham/Tracy Williams/Fred Yehi vs. Jay
Lethal/Wheeler Yuta/Rhett Titus

After an extended Code of Honor, Lethal and Williams start
things off, as planned. The feeling out process begins until
Williams takes him down into an armbar. They fight over half
crabs with neither being able to get very far so Titus comes
in to take Williams down. The mat grappling goes to another
standoff so it’s off to Yehi. Titus gets wrestled to the mat
and bails over to the ropes, meaning Yuta comes in for some
arm battling of their own.

With that broken up, Gresham comes in and is taken to the mat
by the leg. Gresham’s headscissors gets us to a standoff and
Yuta’s armbar sends Gresham to the rope. It’s off to Lethal to
face Gresham and they go straight to the mat as well. They
spin around rather fast and that’s good for another standoff
with commentary sounding out of breath. Lethal cartwheels out
of a headlock and another one sets up a basement dropkick to
Gresham.

Titus comes in to work on the arm and hands it back to Lethal.
That doesn’t go so well for Titus as Lethal spears him down by
mistake, allowing the hot tag to Yehi. A snap brainbuster gets
two on Yuta, who has to go to the rope to break up the Koji
Clutch. We take a break and come back with the Lethal
Combination dropping Williams. Hail To The King gets two but
Williams gets in a shot of his own for the double knockdown.



Gresham and Titus come in with Titus nailing a belly to belly
for two. Gresham hands it back to Yehi, who is clotheslined
into a jackknife rollup for two more. Everything breaks down
and Lethal has to save Titus from the Koji Clutch. There’s the
Lethal Injection to Gresham, who shoved Yehi out of the way
since he isn’t legal. Titus dropkicks Yehi down for the pin at
17:47.

Rating: B. They had an idea here and then executed it, which is all you
could want them to do. There was something nice about having a much more
technically sound match and that is the kind of thing that could turn
into a big feud with someone down the line. Mixing the lineups up a bit
here helped too as you can only do the same kind of match so many times.
Good storytelling and solid action so I’m rather pleased.

A lot of handshakes end the show.

Overall Rating: B. This would be on the higher end of their
shows since the return and that is great to see. Both matches
worked and while I still don’t need the minute and a half
promos before the matches, they let some things build and had
two good matches. Ring of Honor knows how to put together a
good show but they need to work on their consistency. What we
got here worked well and if they can even do most of this kind
of thing again, they’re going to be in a great place.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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